
 

No Usable Free Extent Could Be Found Error When Running DISKPART VERIFIED

I installed Ubuntu 16.04 LTS on a MicroSD card. I was having trouble getting it to boot and I tried to install Ubuntu 16.04 LTS to an external USB drive. One of the steps was to reformat my MicroSD card. When I had completed the installation I found that there were no partitions on my MicroSD card and it was just showing RAW. Since I did not have any
data on the microSD card, I wanted to make it so that it just had one partition. I had to format my MicroSD card to FAT32 so that I could change my file system which would allow me to make one partition. I followed your steps to create a partition and format the drive using the command: fdisk, and then I type mkpart. I partition the drive and it will not
let me create a new partition. I used gparted to check the status of the drive and I get the No Usable Free Extent Error. I have tried using the clean command in DISKPART and it only shows the status for my internal disks. So my question is, is there a way to clean the MicroSD card to make the drive readable? Thank You! I installed Ubuntu 16.04 LTS on

a MicroSD card. I was having trouble getting it to boot and I tried to install Ubuntu 16.04 LTS to an external USB drive. One of the steps was to reformat my MicroSD card. When I had completed the installation I found that there were no partitions on my MicroSD card and it was just showing RAW. Since I did not have any data on the microSD card, I
wanted to make it so that it just had one partition. I had to format my MicroSD card to FAT32 so that I could change my file system which would allow me to make one partition.
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i m facing this error when formatting my disk partition.no usable free extent could be found. it may be that there is insufficient free space to create a partition at the specified size and offset. specify different size or value or dont specify either to create the maximum sized partition. it may be that the disk
is partitioned using mbr disk partitioning format and the disk contains either 4 primary partitions, (no more partitions may be created), or 3 primary partitions and one extended partition, (only logical drives may be created). i m facing this error while formatting my disk partition.no usable free extent could

be found. it may be that there is insufficient free space to create a partition at the speciffied size and offset. specify different size or value or dont specify either to create the maximum sized partition. it may be that the disk is partitioned using mbr disk partitioning format and the disk contains either 4
primary partitions, (no more partitions may be created), or 3 primary partitions and one extended partition, (only logical drives may be created). check that there are sufficient hard disk space on the drive. it could happen if there is no disk available on your usb drive. check that usb troubleshooting tool is

not stuck in pause state. load the usb troubleshooting tool in command prompt or in control panel. check that there are sufficient hard disk space on the drive. it could happen if there is no disk available on your usb drive. check that usb troubleshooting tool is not stuck in pause state. load the usb
troubleshooting tool in command prompt or in control panel. 5ec8ef588b
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